
FLEUR DE KAOLIN
Fleur de Kaolin, a tribute to the world of porcelain.

A partnership with 

The spirit of the collection, centered on the ver-
ticality of the graphic design of the porcelain 
elements, is inspired by the idea of the carillon 
or the rain stick. 

Available in wall lamps, chandeliers and pen-
dant lights, these jewelry lights backlight the 
sensual material of the porcelain biscuit and 
its vertical graphics.

Chandelier 6
40 x 120 cm

3 228€

Chandelier12
60 x 160 cm

5 988€

Chandelier 18
80 x 320 cm

9 588€

Seduced by the unique know-how of Maison Haviland, one of the last porcelain manufacturers in 
France to produce its porcelain in Limoges in its entirety, from the manufacture to the decoration of 
its services, Designheure is proud to integrate in its new design the elements of the Infini collection to 
sublimate them again in a jewelry fixture, 100% French.
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Materials
Porcelain, brushed brass, lacquered steel, colored textile cord

Made in France.

ABOUT DESIGNHEURE

Established since 2005, Designheure is a publisher of 100% Made in France contemporary lighting. 
We design timeless and high end lighting solutions. Within the lighting industry, our brand embodies the 
essence of French elegance and luxury. Designheure works with the best designers to create outstan-
ding pieces and endeavours to provide a dedicated and bespoke service to its professional clients. 
Each year, we launch new collections that are altogether simple, elegant and ingenious, meeting the 
needs of both private and professional clients.

Tel : +33 (0) 4 67 53 99 63 - 5, Place Delille -  34200 Sète, France
contact@designheure.com (for all countries) - contactusa@designheure.com (for USA and Canada)

WWW.DESIGNHEURE.COM

Pendant wall lamp 
solo / Medium

9,6 x14 x 52,5 cm
618€

Pendant wall lamp 
duo / Medium

22,6 x14 x 52,5cm
1 200€

Pendant light 
solo / Medium

20 x 102 cm
618€

Pendant light 
trio 80

28 x 80 cm
1 908€

All in poetry and refinement, brushed brass elements extend the suspensions like a mobile. Assembled 
together at different heights like a cluster, or solo, these suspensions will enhance your space. 

Hanging porcelain wall lamps Haviland (Infini pattern), available in solo or duo versions. With this new 
collection, Designheure remains faithful to its commitment to design flexible, versatile and adjustable 
products as a way to offer a premium service to our clients.
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